
RAUC School Council Notes Wednesday, April 4, 2018: 
● Reviewed agenda, purpose:  how are we doing on family engagement, as seen through 

this survey data?  Are there other ways to track progress in home/school partnership 
● Reviewed survey for questions 

○ Explained why the questions are different from fall--those seemed like once a 
year questions, these teased out the underlying communication more) 

○ How to revise to make them more helpful:  I am confident the school will 
communicate with me (change that phrasing for the future  

● Reviewed data 
○ Overall--very positive 

■ Still compiling, but approx ⅔ of families signed up 
■ Positives strongest in 6th grade 

○ Questions 
■ How many families that signed up came (about ⅔) 
■ Why do people give a 5? If hear hard things 
■ Are the families of the kids who come the ones the teachers most want to 

see? 
● Note that teachers id list of kids want to see, send to clerk to call in 

advance of sign up going live for all 
○ Suggestion to break down data by kids concerned about and percent who came 

(we do have it) and by community  
○ To get more data on ethnicity (lots of people left it blank), have list, say circle as 

many as apply  
○ Add an n/a vs 3 so families who feel it doesn’t apply can circle that 
○ Have a question about I feel comfortable reaching out to the school with 

academic or social emotional questions 
○ How to get a question that touches on if school is communicating enough/or have 

reached out to families 
■ Maybe an open question:  the communcation I most appreciated was 
■ Do you feel like you get the right amount, too little, too much 
■ How often would you like to receive information 

○ Has the school ever told you how your student is doing (is social/emotional 
well-being) 

○ Tease out data by grade level--if one has more positives, then could id practices 
that they use, see if they are common across grades 

○ Hard to get an action item out of the openness of the “welcoming school” 
○ Could have two scales for welcoming:  for me, for my child 


